HEAT 20 Results: Danilo Zanolini KOs Su Hwan Lee in 70kg Title Defense
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Japanese hybrid Kickboxing-MMA promotion HEAT held HEAT 20 at Differ Ariake in Tokyo on
the 17 th .

In the main event, HEAT Middleweight champion Danilo Zanolini defended his title for the
second time against K-1 veteran Su Hwan Lee via 2 nd round KO at 2:37 into the round. Zanolini,
who is probably best known for his KO loss to Yoshihiro Sato in K-1, has made a bit of a name
for himself at 70kg in Japan. Along with this win over Lee, he holds wins over Shunsuke Oishi,
Yuto Watanabe and Shingo Garyu. The win moves Zanolini to 22-8 (14 KO) and should see him
taking a step up in competition against someone like Kenta, Yutaro Yamauchi or even Yasuhiro
Kido. For Lee, the loss snaps a 4-fight win-streak and brings him to 19-10 (11 KO) on his career
and likely halts a comeback to the world of K-1. Up next for Lee is a rematch with Woo Yong
Choi, most known for his one-sided beating at the hands of Pajonsuk in K-1, at The Khan 3 on
th .
January 15

In the kickboxing co-main event, MA Kick Heavyweight champion Magnum Sakai picked up a 2 n
d

round KO at 28 seconds into the round over SNKA #1 ranked Heavyweight Kuniyoshi. Sakai
has fought all over Japan from 70kg up to heavyweight and has fought the likes of Takashi
Ohno, Nathan Corbett, Fabiano Cyclone, Kaoklai, Taiei Kin and even former MMA fighter turned
boxer Hiromitsu Miura, compiling a 21-10-2 (10 KO) record, though never really breaking out as
a great fighter. He could be someone considered to fight Toshio Matsumoto at REBELS.10 for
the It’s Showtime 95kg title shot.
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In Featherweight action, Thai fighter and HEAT regular Chao “Shimura” Logate defeated RISE
#1 ranked Featherweight Ryo Pegasus, forcing a doctor stoppage due to a cut at 2:20 into the 2
nd

round. The win moves Shimura’s record to an impressive 207-88 (18 KO) and drops Ryo
Pegasus to 14-12-1 (4 KO). Pegasus is an interesting fighter as he is more or less a gatekeeper
at Featherweight, fighting the likes of Yosuke Morii, Junpei Aotsu, Takaaki Kimura and Turbo,
losing to all of them. An interesting fight for him would be against J-Network Featherweight
champ Masato Sato for the vacant RISE Featherweight title as Sato sits behind Ryo Pegasus at
#2.

Finally, K-1 veteran Tsutomu Takahagi scored a 2 nd round KO at 2:48 into the round over
Kazuki Ozawa. The win puts Takahagi (8-11-2, 3 KO) back on the winning track after he lost
back to back fighst to Hiromi Amada at RISE 80 and Singh “Heart” Jaideep at RISE 83 which
cost him a spot in the RISE Heavyweight Tournament. At 28, don’t expect Takahagi to make
any waves in the heavyweight division, but he’ll still exist to serve as a gateway into the upper
echelon of Japanese heavyweight talent.

Also on the card in MMA action was heavyweight Henry “Sentoryu” Miller who dropped his 5 th
straight fight to Shunsuke Inoue. {jcomments on}
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